
Co-Teaching Approaches

Each of the models of co-teaching can be effective in different classroom situations. 

The approaches are meant to be flexible and used interchangeably while maximizing 

student engagement and supporting all teachers and students.  The emphasis should 

be on parity and participation while optimizing each teacher’s expertise to meet the 

student needs

Approach Description Examples

One Teach, One 
Observe/Assist/

Support

5-10%

OTOO: One teacher is leading the instruction 
while the other teacher observes students.

OTOS: One teacher leads, the other teacher 
provides “on the spot” supports and adaptations 
based on student needs.

 

Parallel Teaching

30-40%

Each teacher instructs half the students.  The 
two teachers are addressing the same 
instructional material and presenting the 
material using the same teaching strategy. 
         

Station Teaching

1 1/2 to 2 times per 
week

 
30-40%

Teachers divide the instructional content into 
parts and set up centers in the classroom. Each 
teacher instructs one of the groups, groups then 
rotate or spend a designated amount of time at 
each station. Students may also be working 
independent during this rotation time.



Approach Description Examples

Alternative 
Teaching

30-40%

One teacher will teach the large group 
while the other teaches a small group 
requiring specialized instruction

Large group may be reviewing bell 
work, while the other teacher is pre-
teaching vocabulary
-Large group works on independent 
work, while the other group receives 
specially designed instruction

-

-

Team Teaching

5-10%

Two teachers share in the process of 
instructing all students at the same time, 
whether that occurs in large group, 
facilitating small groups, or monitoring 
students working independently. This is 
sometimes called “tag team teaching” Each 
teacher speaks and moves freely during 
large group instruction. This approach 
exhibits an invisible flow of instruction with 
no clear division of authority.

In Science, one teacher may explain 
the experiment while the other 
models the procedures

Selection of the Co-Teaching Approach

• Student characteristics and needs

• Teacher characteristics and needs

• Curriculum, including content and instructional strategies

• Logistic considerations

Question we still have about the approaches?


